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INTEGRATING AN FFA MACHINERY COOPERATIVE ThTO THE
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE INSTRt1CTIO}AL PROGRAM

IITRODUCTION

The educational value of an FFA machinery cooperative

cannot be underestimated. The inclusion Into the high

school curriculum of the management practices Involved and

the maintenance and the operation of the machinery can and

should be a major area in the educational structure of a

vocational agriculture course of study.

The continued advance toward near-complete niechaniza

tion of agriculture appears to make it mandatory that any

person aspiring to enter Into farming, or any of the

related fields, have a broad background and an intimate

knowledge of agricultural machinery. A prImary pwpose

of the vocational agriculture program is to prepare young

men to take their place In modern agriculture. No finer

teaching aid exists for accomplishing this than ihe

machinery and equipment which Is owned by many FFA chapters.

Statement of the Problem

procured and used by many FA chapters in Oregon to accom-

plish a variety of purposes The primary purpose should be

to' impre the scope and quality of instruction .n the



vocational agriculture curriculum. The machinery has also

been used (1) by individual members for their supervised

farming programs, (2) on school or chapter farms, (3) for

custom work as a fund raising project for financftg the
purchase of additional equipment or other FFA actIvities.

The amount of chapterowned machinery is inceasing.
The increase includes both the number of chapters owning

equipment and the average inventory value per chapter.
Problems concerning the operation, management, and

proper use of FFA machinery are of paramount inte'est to
the writer; and have prompted the author to condupt research
on eoopevatively.owned machinery during a period f more

than two years in order to gain Iaiowledge on propr pro'i
cedures,

Information gained from this research has caised the
writer to completely change his own FFA machinery program.

Evidence obtained from the research was conelusIv that the
machinery could be justified only for the primary purpose
of education.

The problem, therefore, is how to integrate the YFA
machinery into the instructional program.

The purpose of this study is to investigate mach

mary cooperatives and to analyze their function ithin the



structure of current secondary education in an attempt to

answer the following fundamental questions: (1) How far

can an FFA machinery cooperative be expanded eduationall7?

(2) Where is the point of maximum benefit to the agricul-

tural instruction program without undue burden o the

instructor? (3) What procedures for conducting he cooper

ative are most efficient and effective?

Instructors of vocational agriculture have 4xperimented

cooperative. If advantageous, the machinery cooperative

should be integrated into the agriculture course of study.

This investigation should assist present intructor$

with their management of machinery cooperatives. It should

also assist beginning and prospective teachers ii planning

programs where FFA machinery is involved.



steadily increased, there was a need for a much greater

investment in machinery and equipment than ever before.

Rapid strides in mechanization, plus increased specializa-

tion, necessitated an ever..lncreaslng capital outlay for

equipment. This condition, in turn, demanded more etfie-

lent operation, maintenance and management practices in

order to realize a proper return onlnvestrnent. A need for

proper instruction and training in this area was apparent.

In the early 1940' s, several vocational agriculture

departments In Oregon began organizing farm machinery

cooperatives within the Future Farmer Chapters. This

machinery, purchased and owned cooperatively by members of

the Future Farmers of America enrolled in high school voca-

tional agriculture provided an excellent aid In the vast

instructional field at farm power and machinery. In addi-

tion, this machinery helped alleviate the problem of those

boys who had the land for growing crop projects but lacked

the necessary equipment The general practice was to rent

chapter-owned equipment to individual boys at a nominal fee.

In conjunction with the establishment of FFA machinery

cooperatives, some chapters procured land from the local

school district or county and established chapter or school



farms In some instances land was rented from individual

operators for chapter projects This land provided addi-

tiona3. boys with operating and maintenance experience under

actual farming conditions. An opportunity was provided to

"learn by doing" and to put into practice what had been

taught in classroom and laboratory Instruction.

The first machinery purchased cooperatively by an FFA

chapter in Oregon was obtained by the Canby Chapter in the

fall of 1940. (2, p.2). Concurrently, twenty acres of un

cleared land was obtained from the school district for the

establishment of a chapter farm. he tillage of the chapter

farm, coupled with extensive use on a diversity of indIvid

nal supervised farming projects created a heavy demand for

chapter machinery..

Revenue from rental of the machinery and sale of crops

for chapter-owned equIpment. As the manufacture of farm

machinery was greatly curtailed, individual farm operators

found it difficult to acquire replacement or additional

machinery. FPA machinery, by being used to the fullest

advantage, helped alleviate the shortage of equipment on a

large number of farms in the Canby area.



As a result of this accelerated usage, the educational

value of the machinery had become see ondary. Use for home

farm project programs, chapter farm, farm work for parents

and other adults in the areas and custom work took first

precedence in an a1lout attempt for peak production.

When farm machinery became more plentiful following

the cessation of hostilities, the local precedent set during

the war years continued to hold forth. No written policy

defining the purpose or governing the use of chapter-owned

equipment had been fornrtilated.

The scope of the Canby cooperative contInued to expand.

Custom work was solicited to assist financing additional

items of equipment. The educational aspects of the machinery

were neglected or completely overlooked.

When the writer caine to Canby Union Iigh School in 1950,

the PFA chapter owned machinery and equipment having a

depreciated value of nearly ton thousand dollars, Many

problems relating to the equipment were in existence at this

time. Paramount among those was the lack of use being made

of this equipment for educatIonal purposes and the excessive

amount of time demanded of the instructor in order to keep

the cooperative operating.

At this time, the iiediate needs of the machinery

cooperative seemed to be threefolds (1) re-evaluate the

basic objectives for owning the equipment, (2) establish



concrete criteria for ittS use, (3) formulate definite

areas of responsibility.

The writer, in attempting a solution to these needs,

sought assistance from all resource material available. His

research revealed the prepondenca of opinion that the pri

mary purpose of FFA-owned machinery should be educational

and that all other purposes should be secondary.

This study, then, is an examination of the machinery

management procedures which can lead to educational purposes

first and service second.

As a means of gathering material, the writer conducted

a study of other chapters in Oregon which had machinery

cooperatives. This was done in an effort to ascertain what

use was being made of their equipment and the operation and

management 'oceduros being employed.

The method employed in collecting data for this study

was the personal interview technique, using an interview

check list. Those interviewed were the vocational agricul

ture instructors at the schools selected to insure uniform

interpretation of all requested information and 100 per cent

response from all schools. This technique also allows the

recording of any and all comments that the person being

interviewed wishes to make. These interviews were accom

pushed with the cooperation of the persons concerned.

Advance notice of the purpose of the Interview was given to
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the instructors involved and the tIme for the Interview was

forml3r as possible, a cheek list was used, leaving space to

record comments of the person being Interviewed The cbeck'

list was so formulated as to include al]. the facets of a

farm machinery cooperative.

The Interview was conducted so that, uMer each Item of

the checklist, the interviewer could determine: (1) it a

problem existed and what was being done about It; or (2) if

there was no problem, how the particular aspect of operation

was being handled to the satisfaction of the persons

Involved.

Xn selecting the schools to use in the study, a list

of all FFA Chapters in Oregon which own farm machinery was

obtained from the State Office of Agricultural Education.

The total value of machinery owned by each chapter was ob

tamed from reports on file in the state office.

All schools with a machinery inventory value of less

than $2,000 were eliminated. It was felt, for the purpose

of this study, that these cooperatives were not large enough

to present the same problems which arise within the larger

cooperatives. The invontor of chapters ownIng less than

1
See AppendIx 1.



$2,000 worth of farm machinery usually consisted of a single

tract or or miscellaneous, minor pieces of equipment which

had been secured tram time to time as the opportunity arose.

The revised list of schools with a machinery inventory

of more than $2,000 was presented to a committee for selec-

tion of the final list of chapters to be surveyed. The

committee consisted of one representative from the State

Office of Agricultural Educations two representatives from

the Teacher Training Staff, Oregon State College, and the

writer,

The schools were divided into groups according to the

inventory value of their machinery as follows:

Group I Schools having $10,000 and over invested.

Group II Schools having $5,000 - $9,999 invested.

Group III Schools having $3,000 - $4,999 invested.

Group IV Schools having $2,000 $2,999 invested.

One school as included in group I, two schools in

group II, six schools in group III, and twelve schools in

Nine schools were selected to be sampled as follows:

the three schools in groups I and II, three schools selected

at random in group III and three schools selected at random

in group IV.

The checklist used in sampling was made with the idea
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(4) fInancing and Insurance. Each of these areas are treat-

ed separately in Chapter III of this study.

DetirtIons of Terms

In order to clarify the Intention of the writer, the

following terms are defined:

Vocational education In agriculture Is a nation
wide, federally aided program of systematic
instruction in agriculture and farm mechanics
of less than college grade, conducted In public
schools or classes for those persons over 14
years of ago, who have entered upon or who are
preparing to enter upon the work of the farm
or of the farm home.



Future ?mers of America

As defined in Cook (6, p.1011):

The Future Farmers of America is the natIonal
organization of, by, and for farm boys study-
ing vocational agriculture in public secondary
schools which operate under provisions of the
National Vocational Education Act. The Future
Farmers of America is an intracurricu].ar part
of the vocational education in agriculture of
America. It constitutes one of the most effee
tive devices for teaching through participating
experiences.

Hereinafter In this study, Future Farmers of America

will be referred to as the FFA.

Instructional Program

This term will be used In this study to refer to

learning experiences provIded for the vocational agrIcul

ture student In the classroom, laboratory, farm mechanics

shop, field, or on the home farm.

As used in this study, this term shall refer to (1)

farm machinery which Is purchased from FFA funds, owned,

and managed by the local FPA chapter, or (2) farm machinery

which Is purchased by the school dIstrict for use in the

vocational agriculture department and placed under manage

rnent of the FFA.



Preventive Maintenance

This term, for the purpose of this study, is defined

Mainterince

Daily maintenance 'will include preventive maintenance

items which require attention each day the machinery is

operated. camples of dail7 maintenance are checking engine

oil, lubricating all pressure fittings checking tires for

correct inflation, checking radiator for adequate coolant,

adding 'water to battery cells when necessary, servicing the

air cleaner and checking for adequate fluid in hydraulic

systems.

Periodic Maintenance

That portion of preventive maintenance which does not

require daily attention 'will be referred to as periodic

maintenance. The following are examples of periodic main

tenance, as applicable to the equipment involved: changing

engine oil and oil filter; draining, flushing and refilling

transmission, differential, final drives and hydraulic



systems as required by manufacturer's specifications; re-

packing wheel bearings; servicing fuel line filters;

draining arid flushing the cooling system.

For the purpose of this study, engine tuneup work will

also be included as periodic maintenance. Cleaning and

adjusting spark plugs, installing and setting distributor

points, performing carburetor ad juatments, checking and

replacing condensers, testIng the coil, adjusting valves,

and timing the engine are examples of engine tuneup jobs.

Major Maintenan

This term as used in this study refers to maintenance

work other than preventive maintenance including major

repair of farm machinery exclusive of internal combustion

engines.

In this study, disassembling, repairing, and reassem-

bling of the engine in the power wilt will be considered

as overhaul work.

As used in this study, this term shall refer to the act

of adjusting various parts of a farm machine for correct

operation and maximum efficiency. Examples are grain drill

and fertilizer spreader calibration; various cutter bar
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ad3ustments on a mower, including lead angle, wearing plates

F it.

of cut; row crop cultivator adjustments.

For use in this stty, operating procedure is defined

as the actual performance of the acte necessary to use the

equipment. Equipment hookup and tractor driving are exam-

pies of operating ocedures,



Chapter II

An exhaustive search of applicable literature revealed

that rio detailed studies had been conducted in vocational

agricultural education on the integrating of F1A machInery

In the teaching program to date. Although farm machinery

has been owned by FF.A chapters in Oregon and elsewhere fr

a number of years, only- a few magazine articles could be

found dealing with EPA chapter-owned machinery in voca-

tional agricultural education.

Studies and published articles were available dealing

with specific phases of management, financing, selection,

and safety of EPA machinery. aterial dealIng with farm

mechanics Integration and the need for farm machinery ern

phasis was found. Articles expounding the desirability of

obtaining, and difficulties in securing equipment for farm

machinery instruction were located. However, no literature

was available pertaining specifically to how PEA machInery

could best be utilized for education.

Since the use made of PEA machinery was Involved in the

problem of this study, a revIew was made of "A Study of the

Cooperative Use of Farm Machinery by Students of Vocational

Agriculture in the Pacific Region." (4) This study was
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to the use made of equipment by individual students: 93 town

boys used the equipment to farm 462 acres, 237 farm boys used

the equipment to farm 1881 acres, and 300 students used the

equipment on cooperative group projects for farming 709

acres. In addition, 3529 tractor hours were used on custom

work,

With regard to ownership of the machinery, 13 schools

reported ownership by the PTA chapter. Four sets of equip-i

meat were owned by the high school, and one by the agricul-

ture teacher.

Financing, in a majority of eases treated in Clime's

study, was accomplished by PTA group projects. Donations

from the school board and the sale of shares to members were

other reported methods of financing.

ix chapters reported that the cost of all machinery

purchases were paid in full by chapter finances at the time

of purchase. Of the twelve chapters which did not pay cash



for their machinery, the FFA chapter

school8, paid the remaining balance.

schools, the balance was paid by one

ode: member deposits, school funds,

torn work, soiling shares to members,

Of the 18 schools surveyed, acc

itself, at six

At the remaining six

of the following moth-

crop projects and cus

agriculture teacher.

Ident insurance cover-

ing the operators was provided in 11 schools. At seven

schools, the insurance was paid by the school district. The

FFA chapter paid the premium at two schools. Of the two

remaining schools, the insurance was paid by the instructor

in one case and from farm machinery cooperative earnings

in the other,

In Clino's study, the reported methods for handling

business activities were many and varied. The FPA officers

handled all business activities at two schools; a tractor

committee was responsible at two schools; and the agricul

ture teachers performed these functions at two schools.

Other methods reported by individual schools were machinery

foreman, FFA treasurer and adviser, manager, officers arid

adviser, finance and maintenance committee, arid members of

farm machinery class.

eleven schools reported that machinery maintenance was

performed as part of the class work At the remainder of

the schools, maintenance was the responsibility of a

committee or single individual. jor adjustments and



repairs, in all cases, were accomplished by advanced farm

mechanics classes with outside assistance on major opera

t i. orw.

The educational values of a farm machinery cooper

ative, as revealed by Cline's study, were ranked in order

of importance by the teachers of vocational agriculture

as follows:

1. Ability to service and repair equipment.

2. Increased scope of farming programs.

3. Skills in operation of farm machinery.

4. Ability to conduct business matters through
a cooperative organization.

. Increased amount of student work on farming
programs.

6. Interest of students in vocational agriculture.

7. Quality of student farming programs.

8. Estatlishment of students in farming.

9. Enrollment in vocational agriculture.

10. Ability to equip a farm.

In summarizing his study, Clime included specific

opinions of the instructors surveyed. The question was

asked, "is a tractor and equipment necessary in teaching

vocational agriculture?" Twelve instructors replied yes,

and one said no, and five said it was desirable.

In summarizing and drawing conclusions, Clime stated

in his study that farm machinery cooperatives conducted

through departments of vocational agriculture should be





3. Conirnittees have proven to be one of the more effec-

tive methods of assigning student responsibilities.
The safety programs conducted by the schools were ad-

judged adequate to excellent by the instructors involved.
There was general agreement that all schools should have a

regular, annual safety program as an integral part of the
regular vocational agriculture course.

Insurance programs varied from full coverage on equip-
ment and operator to none at all.. Some instructors were

not certain whether or not their cooperative was cavered by
insurance. Recommendations resulting from this study

included that all instructors become familiaD with their
insurance program and that insurance for both operator and
equipment be seriously considered.

The amount of maintenance, ad jus trnent, and overhaul

varied according to facilities and the capabilities of the
instructor, In order to obtain optimum educational benefit
from the equipments this study recommended that maintenance

and adjustment be included n the instructional program.
However, the concensus of opinion among the instructors sur-

veyed was that major overhaul work on tractors and other

power units should not be undertaken by vocational agricul-
ture farm mechanics classes.

The demands of a machinery cooperative on the instruc-

tor's time was listed as a major problem by the majority of



Farm machinery and equipment which is owned and
operated by a local FFA chapter is constantly
before the eyes of the public of that community.
Consequently, the operation and management of
this machinery must be efficient and business-
like. The appearance of the equipment and the
wa7 it is used is a direct reflection upon the
Instructor, the vocational agriculture department,
and the school.

li .) Iji) ¼
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by George W. Wiegers Jr., entitled '1A Frame o Reference in

Farm Mechanics.0 (18) He suggested that every teacher of

vocational agriculture should develop a sound workable

philosophy of education, or "frame of reference that will

enable him to discriminate between good and bad educa

tional practice."

In a suggested frame of reference in accordance with

which farm mechanics situations, facts and policies ny be

interpreted, evaluated and acted upon, the folling points

were listed by Wiegers:

Instruction is based on the learner's needs of
a mechanical nature.

Instruction must meet functional requirements.

The environment in which individuals gain exper
isnoes in farm mechanics includes actual farm
environments on farms.

Recipients of instruction share in developing
the program.

Conditions are favorable for participants to
share in evaluation.

FFA farm machInery, used as a teaching aid, fills the

róqulrements for each of these desirable situatIons,

Jesse A. Morrist article, "Integrating Instruction In

Farm Mechanics," (12) discussed the advantages of teaching

farm mechanics as an integrated part of the program of

vocational agriculture. While not referring specifically

to the farm machinery instruction, the following statements



apply to this area as well s farm mechanic8 in generals

The mechanical aspect of instruction can be
carried out in the shop at the time the class
room instruction is given.

An integrated program makes teaching more
realistic and more effective when the student
actually has the opportunity to study and to
learn now to do correctly the mechanical jobs
arising from his supervised farming program
at the time that the need arises.

Variety Is added to the Instruction when farm
mechanics Is taught on an integrated basis,

While the foregoing reviews of stiIes and articles do

not deal directly with integration of an ?FA machinery 000p

erativa into the instructional 'ogram5 they do indicate the

possibilities and advantages of so doing. These studies

point out the opportunities for improving Instruoton in

farm machinery and using FFA iachinery for the primary puz'

pose of education.



INTEGRATING AN FFA CHINERY COOPERATIVE INTO THE
VOCATIONAL AGPICUI1LE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

High school vocational agriculture has been compounded

of three parts: classroom teaching, supervised practice,

and the Future Farmers of America organization. ny

teachers have discovered the advantage.s of closely corre

lating class work, supervised farm practice, and the FFA,

Each of these aspects of high school vocational agri-

culture contributes to education objectives. (11, p.224

226)

The function of the vocational agriculture department

is to provide education. Service may be involved, but must

be secondary and a result of educational experiences.

According to Herbert M. Hamlin (11, p.12), the school

is concerned only with education. It is a "community edu-

cational center" not a "community center" or a "community

servIce station." (ii, p.12)

Each of the parts of vocatIonal agriculture classroom

teaching, supervised farm practice, and FFA has many facets.

Therefore, the total job of an agriculture teacher involves

many different activities; most of which mustbe intended

to provide for educational experiences by the student.

The agriculture teacher's total job can be divided into

eleven major categories as follows:



1. Classroom teacher

2. FFA adviser

3. Farm mechanics specialist

4, Summer program coordinator

5. Curriculum director

6. ifarm instruction

7. 0ut.ot.school director

8. select, guide, counsel and foUow'.up students

9. Faculty worker

10. Keep agriculture facilities In repair

11, Professional 1n.service program

It is mandatory that the agriculture teacher integrate

all categories of his total program in order to make effic

ient use of time and to provide for more effective teaching.

Without effective Integration, the requirements of the total

job cannot be fuifliled.

The FFA machinery cooperative can be Integrated into

the first seven of the eleven major categories of an agri

culture teacher's job and, as a rGsu1t bring about an over-

all strengthening of the total teaching program.

It is a recognized fact that farm machinery Is an

integral part of agriculture. Increasing mechanization in

agriculture, demands that the Instructor become more aware



of the place of farm machinery in hIs classroom teaching.

Manual skills may best be taught outside the classroom on

Integration of FFA machinery into the Instructor's job

of FFA adviser Is natural and desirable. Cartwright (3, p.

l8) has concluded that:

The vocation agriculture program and FFA are so
integrated that it Is hard to know where one ends
and the other begins. We usually think of voca-
tion agriculture being the formative part of
learning while FFA 18 the doIng' or completion
of vocational agriculture.

Because FFA Is an Integral part of vocational agricnl

ture, It Is possible to carry the learning experIences from

one activity to the other without Interruption. Machinery



to FFA activities or contests. The FFA plowing contest,

sponsored by the Oregon Junior Chamber of Commerce, is one

means by which this is accomplished.

Farm Mechanics Secialis1t

As a farm mechanics specialist, the teacher has a corn-

prebensive assortment of teaching aids readily available

through the use of FFA machinery. The actual need in farm

mechanics is not so much manual skills instruction, such as

cutting threads or sharpening tools, as it is for knowledge

of machine use, adjustments and repair, which will apprec-

iably affect monetary returns of the modern farming opera-

t ion.

urnmer ?rora1u Coordinator

The agriculture teacher, being employed on a year-roimd

basis, is responsible for coordinating and carrying out the

summer program. During the summer time, the needs in farm

machinery instruction can be determined durIng on-farm

visitations. The In-school program of instruction can be

pre-planned. In addition, individual instruction can be

given when and where needed during the summer,

Since farm machinery problems exist with the individ*l

and in the farm environment where he works and lives, on-

farm Instruction during the summer months gives an excellit



As curriculum director of the vocational agriculture

program, the agriculture teacher is responsible for eurri.

oulum and teaching methods. Planning is essential for any

successful program. Discovering the most important problems

in farm machInery and planning Instruction for effective

learning experiences is a constant challenge.

comprehensive look at the teaching opportunities in

farm machinery illustrates the importance of FFA machinery

in the agricultural curricuiwn. DifficultIes are often

encountered, however, in determining actual content of farm

machinery Instruction. PFA machinery may not be put to

Optimum educational use unless a concerted effort is made

to discover the needs.



Table I presents a method In chart outline form for

determining the instructional needs In the area of farm

machinery. The final decision can be made only after careful

study by the curriculum director. By considering all aspects

of the farm machinery situation, maximum educational value

can be gained from the FFA machinery when integrated Into

the curriculum.

farm Instruction

As emphasized when discussing the agriculture teacher's

ance. Visits should be made with a definite purpose In

mind. Claude E. RIchard (15', p.5') in discussing ways and

moans of supervising farming programs, said:

Study the member's farming program and schedule
visits when something is being done, and when a
contribution can be made to the program. Just
visiting on a routine basis without an adequate
plan doesn't accomplIsh much.



Determine:

1. Needs of individuals a.
to be taught b.

C,
d.

a.
r.

2. ?arm machinery problems and
trends in the community

Including:

Selection of equipmsnt
Maintenance
Safety
Operating skills
Repair
Calibration and adjustment

a. Typea of farming
b. Types of equipment used and needed
c. Major maintenance problems
d. Important repairs needed
e. Xnciwledge and skills required

for (a'4) above

3. Opinions of other acquainted a. Advisory council
with the farm machinery area b. Successful farmers

c. Implement dealers
d. Farm supply people



Pre-planning and scheduling a home farm visitation at

a time when the FFA machinery is being used on project work

insures purpose and meaning of the vIsit, Educational use

of the machinery is made other than by in-school group

Instruction.

This study Is not intended to include the out-of-school

phase of the vocational agricultural program. However, the

work conducted with young farmer and adult groups may be an

aid In integrating the FFA machinery Into the in-school

curriculum.

Determining farmers' most pertinent problems with

machinery In the areas of selection, maintenance, overhat1,

safety, financing, and insurance can be extremely valuable

in planning the farm machinery Instructional program.

The responsibility of the school does not end with the

day school student. HamlIn (11, p.16) has said that public

schools have been established and are supported and con-

trolled by the public for public purposes. The school has

a responsibility to provide continuous education based upon

the needs of the conmiunity.

It the physical facilities and equipment In the public

high school are made available to adult education, greater

use can be realized from costly buildings and equipment.



The FFA machinery constitutes a portion of this equipment.

When used for adult education purposes, It should prove

beneficial to the In-school program as well as to the adult

program.

In addition to assisting the agriculture teacher In

the various categories of his total job, the machinery may

provide an opportunity in each job category for learning

by direct, purposeful experience.

Dale (7, p.3738), in explaining the inter-relation-

ships of the various types of audio-visual materials,

presents the "Cone of Experiencet' as a means of depicting

the Individual positions in the learning process, The base

of this cone is direct, purposeful experience. It repre-

sents reality itself as experienced first-hand. it is

learning by direct particIpation with responsibility for

the outcome. It is the most meaningful of all the learning

processes.

Providing learning situations of the experimental type

Is highly desirable. The FFA-owned machinery is an excel-

lent means of providing these learning experiences.

Integrating farm machinery into the applicable major

categories of an agriculture teacher's total job is simpli-

fied when the machinery is owned by the FA chapter. The

equipment Is available for instructional purposes at all

times, and use can be made of it whenever desired. In



vocational agriculture departments where no machinery is

owned by the FFA chapter, difficulties have been enoount

ered in securing farm machinery when needed for instruc

tional purposes.

In a survey of Montana Vocational agriculture teachers

conducted by Donald L. Freebury (10, p.150), lack of space

and equipment was listed as a major difficulty in securing

adequate farm machinery projects for farm mechanics instruc-

t ion.

and management of an FFA machinery cooperative can be sub

divided into f our areas:

1. General policy

2. Selection, maintenance, arid operation

3. Safety

4. Financing and insurance

Formulation of general policy for the operation of the

machinery cooperative does not lend itself to integraticn

into the instructional policy, Everything connected with

the school is under direct jurisdiction of the Board of

Education. Therefore, all policies regulating the machinery

cooperative must be formulated and/or approved by the local

school board,

Administering of policy, however, can not and should



not be done by the school board. Many individuals involved

in the "chaIn of command" have a band in this.
Table IT shows an organizational plan which graphically

depicts the line of responsibility and Indicates wherein the

final responsibility lies, This plan may vary considerably

with individual sItuations.
As stated above, the school board always has final

authority on matters of policy. However, each member of the

F?A chapter Is charged with actual responsibilities In the
Implementation of the board's policy.

mach person using the machinery is directly responsible
for the equipment while it is in his possession. In turn,

the committeeman in charge of the equipment must ee that
the machinery is properly checked out and returned in top
operable condition.

The machinery chairman, as shown In the example organ-

Izational plan, has authority and responsibility for all
equipment, He is the student executive of the cooperative
and administers policies and decisions as adopted by the FFA
chapter as a whole, after receiving the school board's
a ppr oval.

The agriculture instructor maIntains his position as
adviser to the cooperative and is the person who must
assume adult responsibility for the equipment. Close

supervision between the Instructor and the machinery chairman



Sc

Vo.-Ag Instructor

Machinery Chairman

- -

Users of the Equipment
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method, while riot an integral part of the agricultural

Instructional program, offers definite educational opportun

Ities to each IndIvidual connected with the cooperative.

Furthermore, some actual responsibIlity for the equipment

Is assumed by each member. In carrying out these x'esponsI

buttes, much of the learning gained from the Integrated

program is again put to actual and practical use.

tiJt3RW!



tractors in the United States Increased from 1.5 million in
1940 to 4.6 million In 1954, representing an Increase of
over 200 per cent. Farm trucks increased from approximately

1 million to 2.7 millIon; combines from 190 thousand to 950
thousand; and mechanical corn pickers from 110 thousand to

640 thousand, (17, p.25) The number of other types of

agriculture machines and equipment has increased compara-

tively.
In terms of Instructional responsibilities, these

changes mean that basic principles of farm machinery instruc-

tion must be Integrated Into the agriculture curriculum.
Vocational agriculture students, as prospective farmers,
must be taught an appreciation for proper selection, care,
adjustment, and maintenance of their investments. Learning

experiences for every student through a "learning by doing"

program can be accomplished with the use of FFA-owned

equipment for teaching purposes.

Earold E. Silvernail (16, p,187), In writing of the
Importance of farm machInery as a teaching tool, said:

In line with the accepted definition of voca-
tional education and also the progress of
agriculture on our AmerIcan farms, farm
machinery used as laboratory equipment In
ow' schools is as indispensable as modern
machinery on our nation's farms.

State Board for Vocational Education, it states:



SixtynIne adult evening classes were held In
40 high schools with an enrollment of 1,003.
Forty of the 69 classes were in farm machinery
and weldIng, 10 In soils and fertilIzers, 8 In
livestock management, 4 in farm records and one
each In poultry ianagement, farm law, plant
diseases and farm forestry.

If 40 out of 69 classes conducted were In farm macMn-

ery and welding, a dire need for farm machinery repair in

all phases of the vocational agriculture education ogram

is Iricated,

This report further states:

Thirtye.six chapters
Ing 929 1/2 acres.
machinery valued at
1,764 farm machines
Six hundred and six
shop.

operated school farms total-
Fifty chapters owned farm
lO7,6l7.O7. During the year

were repaired or constructed.
ty boys Improved the home farm

ij

already available for Instructional purposes in maintenance

and repair. Furthermore, it reveals the possibilities of

instruction In equipment selection in conjunction with the

purchasing of equipment by the chapter.

Selection of farm machinery should be based upon size,



be considered with first year students in connection with

making job plans for their individual supervised farming

programs. Second year students might take up the matter

while studying a unit in farm crops. Third year students

could consider selection while studying farm power and equip

mont, The senior farm management unit would be an excellent

place for the fourth year students to consider the problem.

The presentation of the problems of F?A machinery
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instructors interviewed that overhaul work should not be

included in the vocational agriculture curriculums The need

for costly equipment, lack of proper facilities, and the

specialized nature of overhaul were given as reasons for

recommending that this work not be included in the farm

mechanics instruction. Therefore, this study wiU show hoa

FFA machinery may be used for integrating daily maintenance,

periodic maintenance, engine tuneup, major maintenance,

adjustment and calibration into the agriculture curriculum,

but will not include major overhaul.
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A prime requisite of integrated teaching is that agri-

cultural instruction be made to parallel farming practice.

If teaching is done on the same cyclical basis as the farmer

performs his yearly tasks, all the phases of instruction,

including the mechanical phase, will be included in an

integrated, systematic curricular plan. The teaching is

done in the order which the prospective farmer races and

must solve his problems. The crop variety isn't selected

one year and the decision of proper kind and amount of

fertilizer made the next year. Nor is machinery selected,

maintained and used at separate and distinct periods.

With the onset of mechanized farming and the tremen-

dous investment required for machinery and equipment,

students must know how to select, adjust, properly use, and

prolong the life of this investment. Cooperative ownership

of machinery by the PFA chapter gives the individual stu-

dent a feeling of responsibility as part-owner of a sizable

investment. Chapter ownership makes the learning situation

more real, as well as provides chapter-owned equipment for

instructional purposes when needed.

The time spent on farm machinery selection, mainte-

nance, and operation may necessarily curtail other phases

of the farm mechanics program, notably project construction.

However, in view of the importance of machinery from an

economic and labor-saving standpoint the time can be



material gives each student an acute personal Interest In

the problem. He can see how one machine Is better adapted

to local conditions as far as topography and type and size

of operations are concerned. Adjustments for obtaining the

best and most economical performance can be demonstrated,

and the need for maintenance to reduce repaIr costs and pro-

long the life of the machine can be shown on the actual

equipment.

If the need for teaching farm machinery is apparent and

the advisability of using FFA machinery for this purpose Is

established, when should it be taught? A realistic approach

would be to teach the material in the order that the students

must face It as students, or in the future as individual

farmers.

After the decIsion to buy additional chapter machinery

has been made, the contemplated purchase can serve as the

basis of machinery selection Instruction In class. During

the unit on sowing spring cereal grains, the Instruction can

be enriched by inclusion of adjustment and maintenance



procedure of the FFA grain drill. The discussion of seeding

rates affords an excellent opportunity to demonstrate cali

bration for proper seeding on the chapter's drill and to

demonstrate that calibration is equally important as selec

tion of grain variety.

In discussing soil preparation for planting, the seiec

tion, care and operation of tillage equipment may be included

as an Integral part of the Instructional unit. Proper use

and care of the plow and dIsc Is as critical as any of the

various actices In connection with this job.

Other items of FFA machinery may be integrated Into the

instructional program in similar manner. The equipment Is

thereby serving the primary purpose f or which it was intended:

that of an important aid f or sound agricultural education.

In fact, during a large part of the year, education Is the

only purpose which the machinery can serve. As far as farm

work is concerned, the period of need for most farm machinery

is seasonal. If the FFA machInery is not integrated Into

the teaching curriculum, it remains non.productIve during

most of the year.

The actual operation of the F1A equipment is easily

integrated Into the maintenance instruction program. The

operator's manual Is a valuable aid in accomplishing this.

Students learn more quickly by what Is done than what

Is said, Teaching from the operator's manual in the



classroom may prove ineffective. However, if the manual is

available in the shop as a reference and guide at the time

the instructIon is being given, it will prove meaningful.

Additional manuals can be obtained from the machinery dealer

in order that all students may have access to them,

The operator's manual might be used as a text with the

students practicing the operations. The illustrations and

explanations In the manual aid in clarifying operating pro

cedures. Several up-to'-date reference books on farm machia-

ery should also be available to the students.

Use the machinery as the instructional tool. Increase

the quantity and rate of comprehension by using the oper

ator's manual to supplement the Instructor's explanation and

d emonstrat ion.

FFA machinery operation instruction naturally Integ-



maintenance into the instructional program, no attempt should

be made to separate the two areas. One cannot be separated

from the other without losing continuity since maintenance

is a necessary part of operation.

Major maIntenance or adjustment, using E?A machinery,

lends itself to integration excluding operating procedures.

Instruction in these areas would ordinarily be given to

upperclassmen who have had considerable experience in basic

operating procedures.

Many farm machines lend themselves to major maintenance

meet the needs of prospective farmers, Proper appreciation

for maintenance, ad justnnt, and operating procedures should

be emphasized. FFA machinery can play an important role in

accomplishing this.
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Records compiled by the National Safety Council (9,

p.i2) indicate that in 1952, sixty-two out of every 100,000

farm residents lost their lives as a result of farm acci-

dents. Also, 1,200,000 farm residents were injured through

farm accidents.

In 1957, more people were killed in farm work than

in any other major industry. Only construction and the

extractive industries had a higher death rate per 100,000

workers.

each year negligence, indifference, and thoughtless



ever, Is that of placing constant emphasis on identifying

and using safe practices. A concerted effort should be made

to encourage the observance of these safe practices by agri

culture students throughout the year.

Again, FFA machinery offers an excellent means of

integrating farm safety practices In actual instruction.

Each student has the opportunity to learn safe operating

procedures under supervision. Safety can be emphasized In

connection with all phases of teaching where actual farm

machinery is utilized.

Of all farm machines, the tractor is of prime Importance

tractor accIdents by age group, found that the greatest

number of fatal accidents occurred In the 1014 year age

group, with the ll9 year age group only slightly lower In

incidence of accidents, Both of these age groups had a

considerable higher accident rate than any of the others



except the 5-9 year age group. The 2O.!.24 year age group

had the least number of fatal accidents of any.

From these facts, it can be concluded that vocational

agriculture students are within the age group that is more

prone to fatal tractor accidents. Perhaps this is due to a

number of factors including carelessness and inexperience.

At any rate, since farm youths in this age group are going

to continue operating tractors and other farm machinery, it

is imperative that they be given the best possible instruc

tion in safety.

In integrating other types of instructIon which use





Deyoo survey, the individual item of greatest importance

was listed as "safety in the operation of field machinery,

tractors, corn pickers, corn elevators and other farm imple-

ments." This indicates the major importance placed on know

ledge of machinery safety by farmers themselves, and points

out the necessity of including safety in the agricultural

curriculum,

The writer has been cognizant of the importance of ade-

release is obtained from the parents of boys who operate

the equipment. This precaution is taken, not specifically

as a legal tool to obtain release from liability, but as a

notification of the parents' knowledge and approval for the

Student to use the PTA equipment.

Safety instruction on the PTA machinery is integrated

throughout the four year curriculum. In addition, all stu-

dents participate in some extra..curricular safety activity.



This activity does not necessarily involve the PFA rnachineZ7

in the case of all students. However, the core of the

entire safety prograrri revolves around this equipment.

The local PTA chapter has received three state awards



as a reminder of correct safety procedures and theIr Import

ance,

A copy of the general rules governing FFA machinery
operating procedures arid safety, as adopted by the chapter,
are given to all members each year.

In addition to the written test, each student must pass
an operating test before qualifying to use FFA equipment

without the direct supervision of the instructor or a member
of the machinery committee. Strict adherence to safe
practices Is required, Any deviation prevents the student

from qualifying to operate the machinery. Disqualification

may result at any time for just cause.
Numerous other methods for qualifying a student to

operate the FFA tractor and equipment have been used, CUrie

(4, p.7), In a study of cooperative use of farm machinery
by students of vocational agriculture, reports that the
following methods have been used by various chapters to

qualify a tractor driver for the job:
1. Demonstrating ability and responsibility
2. By training arid passing test
3. Under supervision of expert driver
4. Interest and adaptability

. Instruction, test, and 6 hours service
6. Regular class instruction
7. IndivIdual training
8. Four hours of instruction
9. TraIning on chapter farm

SInce many students use FFA machinery for their super-
vised farming project work, instructIon and regulations for



transportation of the equipment is paramount. In a previous

research conducted by the writer (14, p.29), the recommenda-

tions of the instructors interviewed for this study regard-

ing transportation of equipment were as follows:

AU equipment should be towed by tractor, or
transported attached to the tractor whenever
possible. In instances where a considerable
distance is involved or multiple pieces of
equipment must be transported, thereby neces-
sitating transportation by truck or trailer, a
tractor-mounted crane or some similar device
should be provided to make loading and unload-
ing easIer and safer.

PTA machinery should not be transported on
public roads during hours of darkness except
in an emergency, and then only after certain
precautions have been taken. A strict policy
regarding this should be rigidly enforced.
However, except for tractors equipped with tail
light reflectors or red reflective tape. Re-
flective material is inexpensive to obtain and
easily installed.

agriculture. It cannot be assumed that less emphasis may be

placed on Safety fundamentals as the machinery cooperative

becomes solidly established. Basic principles of safety

must be meticulously covered in the instructional program

each year. The yearly presentation of basic safety pre-

cautions may become less wearisome to the instructor if

integrated into the regular agriculture curriculum.

Various other materials may be used for Instruction in

safety throughout the year. Movies or slides on machinery

Safety can be used for Integrating into the regular



curriculum. A safety film on tiUage equipment would be

applicable during the planting season or at a time when

crop production is being studied. A follow-up of the film

with actual practice of safe operating procedures would

make the instruction more meaningful.

The precise mØtbod of how to integrate safety is not

of raime importance, as long as it is done. The results of

safety instruction are not demonstrable in a tangible sense;

only the results of poor instruction and application receive

publicity.

The large investment required to mechanize for present-

day agriculture makes financing an important consideration

for an FFA cooperative at its inceptIon and subsequently

as machinery is replaced or added. Satisfactory financing

must be worked out If a machinery cooperative Is to prosper

and be beneficial to the students involved.

Unless properly integrated into the teaching programs

financing the purchase of machinery for the FFA cooperative

may not be accepted as a personal responsibility by the boys.

The natural tendency Is to leave the worry of the finances

to someone else.



business should be considered early in the career of a

vocational agriculture student, One of the initial problems,

upon enrolling in vocational agriculture, is establishing a

supervised farming project.

a prime consideration.

At this time, financing becomes

leins of financing enables beginning students to view the

overall farming situation from a broader perspective.

Furthermore, they realize how the machinery cooperative can

be of personal value to them. A prImary consideration for

the purchase of FFA machinery, from a service standpoInts is

the assistance it can render to individual members toward

helping them to become established in farming,

Methods of financing should be discussed from the

standpoint of group machinery financing as well as Individual

project financing. investigating the different sources of

credit and methods of purchasing, may open a new field of

thought to the student, Often this is his first experience

with problems of this nature. After realizing how much his

problem and the chapter's problem overlaps, his interest may

become more acute,

The decision of which financing method to use will

depend upon the Individual situation. Some methods commonly

used are dealers carrying on a "pay as you go" basis,



service clubs loaning with Interest, banks loaning with

chapter assets as collateral, school districts purchasing

outright,

In Cline's study (4, p,56), FFA chapters reported the

following sources of funds for purchasing equipment: funds

from FFA group projects, funds advanced by the students,

Production Credit Association loan, loan from local banks

Farm security loan, selling shares to members, school board

donation, borrowed funds from individuals.

Regardless of the method or source of financing, the

undertaking should be carefully planned The students

should determine if the investment is educationally and

economically sound., A budget should be prepared by the

chapter, showing estimated expenses and receIpts of the pro-

posed purchase, A budget for an Item of machinery is of

interest to all students and serves as an introduction to

preparation of their individual supe Ised farming program

budgets.

The primary purpose of FFA machinery is education, not

service or monetary profit. Therefore, the budget of pro-

posed receipts and expenditures may note and should not

necessarily, show a profit. The budget should, however,

show a feasible plan. for making the equipment selfsupporting

or provide means of financing it from other income Jus ti -

fication of machinEry financing should be based on real





final recommendation to the chapter usually comes from this
group. The decision is made by majority vote of the chapter
after all members have considered the problem as partof the
instructional program.

To increase the educational value of the financing

study for the seniors, an individual hypothetical farming
situation is assumed. Based on these assumptions, the stu-
dents attempt to justify the purchase of the equipment. They

must recommend whether or not to make the purchase, suggest

a method of financing, and submit a depreciation schedule

and estimate of annual costs.
Such a problem can become involved. owever, it encom-

passes many practical farm management principles. Students,

with the proper background for comprehending the problem,

enthusiastically look upon it as a challenge.
Farm machinery financing is an important facet of the

total farming operation. Background and instruction in



financing is vital to students of vocational agriculture who

are the natiou's prospective farmers. Integrating the B'FA

machinery cooperative into this instruction adds meaning

to the subject of machinery financing, which tight other

wise be diffIcult for the instructor to demonstrate.

Insurance

The equipment in an ?FA machinery cooperative is oper-

In previous research by the 'iter (14, p.13), FFA

The insurance premiums for two.'thirds of the schools

were paid by the school district. In these instancos the

FFA machinery was insured in the school fleet policy which



included buses and other school-owned vehicles. The remain-

ing chapters paid the insurance premiums from FFA funds,

Clime (4, p.7), in his study, obtained similar irorma-

tion. Seven schools reported accident insurance was pro-

vided by the high school board. At two schools, insurance

was provided by the FFA chapter and at one school by the

agriculture teacher,

No insurance covering injury to the student-operator

of the machinery is presently carried by PTA machinery

cooperatives surveyed. However, in many schools, the entire

student body is covered by Oregon School Activities Associa-

tion Thaurance (14, p.13). This coverage protects FFA

members operating chapter-owned machinery at school or at

home s long as they are under the supervision of the

instructor.

Insurance, as applied to the PTA machinery cooperative,

does not lend itself to a high degree of integration into

the regular instructional program. However, the insurance

problem can be tied-in with safety instruction.

The importance of insurance on farm machinery for pro-

tection against fire, collision, damage to property, and

theft can be shown by compiled statistics from the entire

insurance industry.2 In l95, the industry (all companIes)

2See Appendix C



wrote $5,240,606 of farm equipment insurance. Paid losses

amounted to $2,855,365, or a loss ratio of 54.49 per cent.

In 1957, the industry wrote $5,869,159 of insurance. Paid

losses amounted to $3,185,658, with a loss ratio of 54.28

per cent.

These statistics show the high percentage of premiums

paid out on machinery losses and indicate the need for care-

ful consideration of the decision whether or not to insure.

It the school district does not include the coverage of FFA

machinery in their Insurance programs the chapter should be

able to pay for Insurance without undue financial bm'den.

According to the Inland Marine rate tables for agricul-

tural equipment, standard "all risk" coverage for mobile

agricultural machinery Is currently $.80 per hundred per

year and 2.7 times the annual rate; or $2.16 per hundred for

three years. For example, the annual premium on a $7,000

machinery Inventory would be $56.00 per year at' $151.20

for three years On $4,000 worth of machinery the premium

would be $32.00 annually or $86.40 for three years.

A deductible of $50.00 per claim applies on most



As prospective farmers, members of the FFA should be

familiar with insurance terms and know what type of protec-

tion Is available. Integrating the FA machinery insurance

program Into the curriculum will help to accomplish this.

In summarizing the four areas covered in this study,

the P7k machinery cooperative must be Justified on the

basis of education. It provides the opportunity for integra-

tion of a large number of other training areas In the agri-

cultural curriculum.

General policy must be established by the school board.

Selection, maintenance, and operation can be Integrated

into the Instructional program at all levels. Basic mach-





Chapter IV

SUMMARY, C ONC LU. I ONS AND EEC OMMENDAT IONS

'were selected for study. They wore (I) general policy,

(2) selection, maintenance and operation, (3) safety, and

(4) financing and insurance. The study attempted to show

how each of these areas could be integrated into the voca-

tiona3. agriculture curriculum.

In previous research conducted by the writer, certain

schools were selected. By means of a check-list, the voca

tioxal agriculture instructors of these schools were inter

viewed for the purpose of ascertaining correct operation and

management procedures for an FFL farm machinery cooperative.

Many of the comments made during these interviews were felt

to be fully as significant as some of the direct answers.





Machinery selections preventive maintenance, daily mainte-'

nance, periodic maintenance, major repair and maintenances

overhaul, adjustment, calibration, and operating procedure.

AU items were consIdered desirable for inclusion in the

instructional program except major overhaul. Overhaul work

Is not recommended becausø of the technical and precise

nature of the work, Also, special tools and equipment, not

included in most farm mechanics shops, are required in order

to properly accomplish the work.

Safety, the third area consIdered in this study, should

The program in machinery safety Instruction can be

included throughout the four year course of study. Beginning

students may be given initial instruction in basic machinery

safety early In the year. The exanplos set in safety prac-'

tices by the instructor and student leaders will have a

direct bearing on the safety practices followed by the

students.

Financing and Insurance Is an important facet of the

FFA machinery program. While the subject may not be taught

as such in most vocational agriculture departments without

machinery cooperatives, the ownership of machinery can make



it was found that the FFA machinery cooperative is an

integral part ot seven of the eleven major categories of

an agriculture teacher's total job1 The agriculture teach-

or is a classroom teacher, an FFA adviser, a farm mechanic

specialist, a summer program coordinator, a curriculum dir-

ector, an on-farm instructor, and an out-of-school director.

It is possible to integrate P7A machinery into each of these

job categories with resultant benefits to the overall pro-

gram.



(2) The machinery that is owned by an FFA chapter

can be integrated into the following categories

of an agriculture teacher's overall job:

(a) Classroom teacher
(b) FFA adviser
(c) Farm mechanics specialist
(d) Summer program coordinator
(e) Curriculum director
(f) On-.farm instruction
(g) Out-ofscbool director

(3) When machinery is owned by the FF& chapter, the

difficultIes In securing farm machinery for In

structional purposes are eliminated.

(4) All policies regulating the machinery cooperative

() Each FFA machinery cooperative should devise an

organizational plan which shows the "chain of

the individuals involved,

(6) Major engine overhaul of FFA machinery should not

be attempted in the farm mechanics instruction.

(7) integrated teaching with FFA machinery should be

accomplished in the order which the prospective

farmer faces and must solve his problems.

(8) in view of the importance of farm machinery from

phases of the farm mechanics program can justi-

fiably be curtailed in order to spend an adequate



amount of time for instruction In farm machinery

selection, maintenance and operation.

(9) Operation and preventive maintenance of PFA

equipment should be taught as an Integrated unit

to beginning vocational agriculture students

early In the school year,

(10) Safety must be emphasized in connection with all

phases of farm machinery. The example set by

the instructor, as well as the Instruction, will

have a direct bearing on the effectiveness of

his safety instruction.

(11) Before qualifying to operate F?A machinery, all.

students should be required to pass eomprehen'

sive written arid manipulative tests.

(12) A signed statement of release should be obtained

from the parents of boys who operate the equip"

ment. This should be obtained, not so much as a

legal tool for release from liability, but a a

(13) A thorough budget should be prepared by the

chapter for each. anticipated machinery purchase.

It Is desirable that FFA machinery be self sup.1.

porting. However, sInce education Is the primary

use for the machinery, the budget need not show



a profit.

(14) Insurance should be carried on all FFA rnach

inery. Some type of protection against injury

should also be afforded the student operators.

(1) InstructIon in finances and Insurance for farm

machinery should be Inc1ued In the regular

course of vocational agriculture Instruction.
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OPERATION AND MANAGEM[T PROCEI)URE IN CONDLVTING
AN FFA FARM M1&CHINERY COOPETATIVE

This checklist will be used for personal interviewing
of the vocational agriculture instructor in those high schools
selected for the study of FFA machinery cooperatives.

it is the pnrpose of this checklist interview to (1)
determine existing problems in operation and management
procedures of machinery cooperatives, (2) ascertain what is
being done to overcome these problems, (3) determine recoin-
mended procedures for operation ar management of the coop-
erative.

I. Inventory of machinery and equipment

t1kIl i1J!

Ii. Brief history of machinery cooperative

IT! Primary uses for the EPA machinery

A. Plowing . . . e . . S

B. Seedbed preparation . . . . . . __________

C. Planting. . . . . . . . . .

D. Cultivating . . . . . . - -

E. Harvesting. . . . . . . . S

F. Fertilizing . . . . . S __________

G. Ditching. . . . . * . . . . * .

H Other . . . . . . . . . . .



V. Check in column I below all items which are causing
you a 'oblom. In column 2 briefly list what you are
doing, or intend to do, about each problem area. In
column 3 list the present procedure or the criteria
which you are using in tboe areas not checked in
column 1.

Is What are
this a you doing Present
troble bout it? trocedire

A. Overall manage-
ment of the
machinery

B. Stndent respons-
ibility for the
equipment

C. Determining kind
and amount of
machinery -r

D. Arrangements for
machinery re-
placements

E. Priority for
purchasing new
equipment -

F. Handling busi-
ness activities

I. Checking
out and in

2. Records



3. Billing and 
C oflectirig 

fees_______ 
_______ 

4. Assigning 
duties 

G. Pinancing 

H, Use of machin 
ery in instruc.* 

tional program 

1. SId.1I work 

a. Tuneup 
b. Machin- 

ery ad 
justrnent 

C. Machin- 
ery ca1i 

bration_ 
d. Over- 

haul________ 
e. Machiri. 

ery op- 
eration 

- f, Machin- 
ery as- sembly.- 

2. Principles 
and theory 

a. Trans- 
mission 

ofpower_____ 
b. Hydraul- 

ics_________ 
c. Other 

(specify)________ 

I. Policy of use 

J. Qualifying a 
student to op- 
erate equipment 

K. Privileges of 
past members 



7?

L. Final response-
ibility for
policy

VI Amount of insti'uctor ' s tine demanded by the machinery
cooperative

A. Approxinate hours annually

1. DurIng school time . . . . . hi's.

2. Weekends . . . . , . a hi's.

3. $ummerrnonths........ hi's.

B. Percentage of total time spent for:

1. Instruction. a a a a a a a

2 service. . . a . a a

Ca Do you consider the total time
required to be excessive? Yes No

VII. Maintenance and upkeep

a**

A. Who is responsible?. a . a a a a a *

B. Who actually performs? . . . a . a

C. Oil and grease check list
maintained?..........Yes No

D. Comments:

A. Permanent record kept with
tractors.,.........Yes No

B. Periodic reports made to
membership........,.Yes No

C. Comments:



D, Insurance

A. Machinery and equipment

1. Xind . . . . . . . .
2 Amount a a a a a a a

B. Is the operator covered
by accident insurance? , . Yes No

X. Safety Programs

A, Statement of release
obtained from school
are/or parents a a a a a Yes NO

B. Written sa1ety rulesadopted,... a a. ..Yes No

C. Method of transportingequipment.,......,.
D, Comments:

XI. Miscellaneous

A. List problems with special items of equipment

B. pecific problems not previously covered in
this interview



owned by some of the various FFA chapters in Oregon.

Banks Ford tractor
John Deere 6 ft. lift disc
Ford 2-14" plow
Three section harrow
John Deer 6 ft. mower
Implement trailer
Utility trailer
Subs oiler
Grinder-mixer on rubber
International pick-up truck
Field cultIvator
Rod weeder

Canby John Deere 430-U tractor
Allis Chalmers CA tractor
John Deere 6 ft. lift disc
Cover crop disc, 5 ft.
John Deere 2-14" plow
Allis Chalmers 2-14" plow
Van Brunt 6 ft. grain drill
Ezee-Flo 8 ft. spreadeD
John Deere 95 bu. manure spreader
Allis Chalmers 2-row cultivator
Trailer scales, 1-ton capacity
John Deere 6 ft. mower
Two section harrow
Jenny high pressure steam cleaner
Ford ranch wagon
Implement trailer
Utility trailer

Corvallis Ford tractor
John Deere tractor
Ford 2-14" plow
Field cultivator, 7 ft.
Two section harrow
Tandem dIsc, 7 ft.
John Deere 6 ft. mower



hater Machinery and eQuitmient

Corvallis Oliver grain drill, 8 ft.
(continued) Oliver 3-14" plow

Harrow, 12 ft.
Roller, 8 ft.
Case combine
Field sprayer, 19 ft. boom
Implement trailers (2)
Pipe trailer
Stock trailer
Dodge truck

Lakeview Farmali U tractor
Ford tractor
Caterpillar D-2 tractor
International pick-up truck
International 1.1/2 ton truck
John Deere combine
Ford 2...16" plow
International combine
International 4-16" plow
Harrow 4 section
Ford f4eld cultivator
Ezee-Flo sulphur spreader
Tandem discs (2)
Grain elevator (with motor)
Implement trailer

McMinnville Allis Chalmers WI) tractor
Oliver tractor
Tandem discs (2)
Drag harrows (3)
2-l4 plow
Mower, 6 ft.
Trailers (2)
Roller
Grain drIll, 8 ft.
Fertilizer spreader
Corn planter
Springtooth harrow
Post hole auger
Paint sprayer

Mctoughlin Ford tractor
Ford 2-14" plow
Harrow, 3 section
Springtooth harrow
Ditcher
Tractor blade
Implement trailer



çhapt MUnerv and thment

Molla].a Ford tractor
Ford 2-14" plow
Ford 5 ft. lift disc
Cover crop disc
Posthole auger, 10"
Tractor blade, 5 ft.
Tractor fresno
Implement trailers (2)
Utility trailer
Livestock trailer
Subsoiler
Ford mower, 6 ft.
Springtooth harrow
Ford tool bar cultivator

North Marion Ford tractor
Ford 2-14" plow
Ford 6 ft. lift disc
Ford 7 ft. mower
International 8 ft. combine

Wy'Eaet Ferguson tractor
Ferguson 6 ft. mower
Ferguson side delivery rake
Tandem discs (2)
Harrow, 2 sections
Tractor scraper
Implement trailer
Stock trailer



The following is a verbatim copy of a memorandum from
the desk of Walter Loring, head Inland Marine underwriter
for the General Insurance Company of America, This memo-
randum was received in response to a request from the writer
for statistics on farm equipment losses covered by insurance.

GENERAL AMERICA ME!IORANDUM

7W

crm

On Livestock, which consists of dairy animals (cows,
bulls), horses (not riding animals), sheep (but small herds
with adequate supervision) we and the industry have losses
resulting from fire (in barns), lightning, theft (either
outright removal of animals from promises) or butchering on
the premises and leaving the entrails, transportation (upset,
overturn of vehicle carrying anImals to market, etc.) dz'own-'
ing, attack by wild animals, accidental shooting, vehicle
damage. The animals have to be killed as a result of one of
the named points in the policy In order to constitute a
claim.

The total premiums written In 1955 by all companies in
the United States was $2,317,766 with $l,272,%'92 of paid
losses or a loss ratio paid to premiums written of 54.91%.
In 1957 ail companies wrote $2,696,733 of premiums with
$1,698,523 of paid losses or a ratio of 62.98%.

arm EQuimant Farm equipment is written on an all-
risk basis 'with usual exclusions and either on a full cover
age or $50 deductible basis. Losses the Industry has on
farm equipment are fire, collision, upset of property,
thefts. The industry, in 1955, (all companies) wrote
$5,240,606 of farm equipment with paid losses of $2,855,365
on a loss ratio paid to premiums written of 54.49%. In 195
the Industry wrote $5,869,159 with paid losses of $3,l85,65
with loss ratio of 54.28%.

I hope this will be of help. Thanks.

(Signed) W. Loring




